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After hearing Lin Mo’s very detailed analysis, Ryan. 

The entire person dawned on him like an enlightened mind. 

It was worthy of Molin. 

If it were himself, he wouldn’t care if he really surrendered or not. 

He would have fired a shot first and then he would have been destroyed. 

Ryan stepped into the C*ckpit and steered the human serpent battleship quickly towards the ancient 

battleship. 

Sure enough, after getting a little closer to the ancient battleship, Lin Mo and Ryan saw that there were 

many people standing on top of the ship. 

There were many people standing on top of the ship. 

And a guy who was tied up was hung up high straight away. 

On the ancient ship, a crew member looked at the fast approaching Human Serpent warship. 

Especially when he got a good look at the hideous snake’s head on the prow of the human-snake 

warship. 

The entire body of the man shivered violently in fear. 

“Brother Shark One, do you think they will really let us go?” 

Shark One, the second-in-command standing at the forefront, nodded faintly. 

“It looks like the other side also saw our intentions and didn’t fire directly.” 

“Let’s wait for the other side to come.” 

After saying those only two words, Shark One’s eyes were heavy as he looked at the rapidly approaching 

Human Snake battleship. 

The Human Serpent Battleship slowly stopped about a hundred meters away from the ancient 

battleship. 

If it came any closer, there would be a risk of a collision between the battleships. 

A hooked rope was quickly thrown from the human serpent battleship and wrapped around the lookout 

pole. 

Lin Mo, who was dressed in white, walked on the rope with ease. 

He didn’t need the rope to make the transition himself. 



By the time Ryan needed it. 

Following behind Lin Mo, Ryan, whose face was very grave, walked carefully. 

Looking at the two of them, Lin Mo and Ryan, who were walking directly on the rope in the air. 

The gazes of everyone on the ancient battleship were filled with a look of shock. 

When they had just seen the rope, they had thought that the opposite side was going to paddle over. 

But they hadn’t expected that they would actually walk straight over. 

Shark One’s gaze looked at the two people in mid-air. 

Weren’t they afraid that they and the others would just shoot? 

In a short distance of over a hundred metres, Lin Mo had only taken a minute to reach them, while it 

had taken Ryan a full ten minutes. 

The moment he stepped onto the ancient warship, Ryan was still putting on his face though. 

But inwardly, it was a peaceful breath of relief. 

In the past, he had walked the ropes for more than ten meters, but this was the first time in his life that 

he had walked more than a hundred meters. 

Ryan sort of found out that following Lin Mo could definitely enjoy the excitement that he couldn’t 

enjoy before. 

Lin Mo’s gaze looked at Shark One who was standing at the front of the line. 

“I need an explanation.” 

“You sent people to try to infiltrate our battleship for the purpose and follow up by setting up an 

ambush.” 

“We have reason to suspect that your side is initiating a declaration of war against us.” 

Lin Mo did not come up and ask what was going on. 

Instead, he first approached them with a business-like attitude. 

After all, if he came up with a kind face, he would only make them feel that he was a good bully. 

Shark One, who was standing in front of Lin Mo, took a deep breath. 

He knew that the most important moment had come. 

“This gentleman, we don’t have any desire to declare war on you.” 

“All the previous unpleasantness was because of our greedy and selfish captain.” 

“He wanted that warship of yours, sir, so he sent men to try to infiltrate you first, and failed behind.” 

“And even more so, he dropped all sorts of depth charges on the ocean floor, for which I am sorry.” 



Shark One’s hand pointed to the captain who was hanging in mid-air. 

“We have tied this fellow up, if you have any complaints.” 

“All can be taken out on his body.” 

With Shark One’s words, Master Chuan, who had been hanging, was also finally released. 

Ryan, who was standing behind Lin Mo, looked at the bound captain and the rag in his mouth. 

“Pfft.” 

Ryan’s laughter was heard. 

“Uhhhhhhh!” 
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The captain, who had been silent, now ummed and ahhed again. 

The tone of voice should not be some good words. 

Ryan took the rag directly out of the captain’s mouth with one hand. 

“Grandson, let me hear what you’re all talking about.” 

The captain looked at Ryan in the atmosphere and growled loudly. 

“I am a citizen of the Japanese nation, if you kill me.” 

“His great Majesty the Emperor will not spare you fellows!” 

Hearing the captain even at this moment, he was still talking about the Emperor. 

Everyone’s face in the room looked strange. 

Ryan crouched down in front of the captain’s body and gazed at him. 

“Brother, this isn’t that island of yours, this is the West Vientiane Islands.” 

“Where does your Emperor come from to give you revenge?” 

The West Vientiane Islands? 

At Ryan’s words, the captain’s face as well as Shark One’s suddenly changed. 

“You’re out of your mind, this is the middle of the Western Ocean, where is the West Vientiane Islands.” 

The captain looked at Ryan with a mocking gaze, as if he was laughing at him. 

Lin Mo’s daily zou tightened together after hearing the captain’s words. 

The middle of the Western Ocean? 

It was common knowledge that the West Vientiane Islands were in the depths of the Western Ocean. 



Himself and Ryan had just been drifting casually for one night, how could they have come to the middle 

of the Western Ocean. 

“We were in the Western Vientiane Islands yesterday, I think you’ve been foolish.” 

The captain’s originally sneering expression suddenly stiffened, and then seemed to think of something. 

“Hahahaha, so that’s how it is.” 

“This place is a demon’s curse, and all those who come here can only stay here for the rest of their 

lives.” 

“You won’t be able to get out in this lifetime ……” 

The captain’s words, which were already somewhat maniacal at this moment, caused everyone present 

to gradually have their faces heavy. 

Ryan’s face, which was still smiling, had now sunk. 

He grabbed the captain’s neck and questioned him loudly. 

“What exactly do you know?” 

“And what demon’s curse and why can’t everyone get out?” 

Looking at Ryan’s desperate need to know. 

The captain’s face was filled with a grimace of resentment, “Wanna know, huh?” 

“You’ll never know in your lifetime!” 

After saying that, the captain’s mouth moved slightly. 

The next moment, his body trembled incessantly. 

Red blood flowed continuously down his seven orifices. 

In just a few seconds, the entire person of Captain Chuan’s breathing was directly cut off. 

As Shark One looked at the Captain’s corpse, a look of remorse instantly welled up in his eyes. 

How could he not know when this guy had planted the poisonous teeth in his mouth. 

If he had known, Shark One would have pulled the poisonous teeth out of the captain’s mouth earlier. 

Ryan looked at the captain’s breathless corpse and a look of anger appeared on his face. 

Lin Mo’s gaze looked towards Shark One: “Can you tell us about the situation here?” 

The captain had just spoken about the middle of the Western Ocean, as well as after hearing that Lin Mo 

and Ryan came from the Western Vientiane Islands, deep in the Western Ocean. 

The whole man went crazy and said something loudly about a curse. 

What Lin Mo and the others would never be able to get out in this life and other words. 



When Shark One faced Lin Mo’s enquiry, he directly nodded. 

“We came to these waters a year ago, and at that time all of us thought it was fine at all.” 

“But then we suddenly realized that we couldn’t get out ……” 

“There is a very dense fog around this sea, and as soon as you drive the boat in.” 

“Then in a little while it will come back in the other direction.” 

“We’ve been trapped here for a year, and even the advanced warships that came in have been scrapped 

because they ran out of fuel long ago.” 

“That’s why we found this ancient ship that is unknown hundreds of years old.” 

Shark One’s words caused a pensive look to appear on Lin Mo’s face. 

“So… ……” 
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The Human Serpent warship picked a direction at random and drove off quickly. 

In about an hour or so, the Misty Borderline, as Shark One and the others had called it, arrived. 

Lin Mo and Ryan stepped out from within the cabin, gazing at the mists in the distance. 

Layers of mist enveloped the entire coast. 

Lin Mo and Ryan could not see what kind of things were in the mist at all. 

Ryan rushed towards Lin Mo and asked in a small voice, “Maureen, do you really have a solution?” 

“Why do I feel that this place is more or less bizarre?” 

Lin Mo’s finger flicked and nine silver needles flew straight out in an instant. 

They quickly flew into the mists. 

Lin Mo’s expression gradually changed as he flicked his finger. 

The nine silver needles then flew back quickly from the mist. 

Lin Mo then looked at Ryan and gave the other party a non-panicked look. 

“I already have a rough idea of why there is a thick mists here.” 

“It’s also very simple for us to leave.” 

Ryan looked at Lin Mo, expecting the other man to continue along with the words. 

But he who waited in vain found that Lin Mo had slumped back in his chair. 

“Maureen, why are you talking halfway?” 



“Come on, tell me why on earth they can’t get out and what’s up with these mists.” 

Ryan nudged Lin Mo’s body somewhat impatiently. 

“You wouldn’t understand even if you said it, so it’s better not to ask so carefully.” 

Lin Mo gave Ryan a blank look and didn’t answer his question directly. 

Instead, he simply stated why he was hiding and his next destination. 

“Thirty-five degrees to the north, which island are we going to check out.” 

Although he was very relaxed above the surface. 

However, Lin Mo’s heart was constantly pondering. 

The phenomenon here as well as the wrongness Lin Mo had sensed before. 

The answer Lin Mo eventually came up with was that the earth veins were in chaos. 

The mountains, rivers and earth buried outside were all very obvious as well as regular. 

Although Lin Mo was not a geomancer or anything like that. 

But some of the knowledge he had inherited from his family had given him a clear understanding of the 

earth veins. 

When he first arrived at Ling Island. 

It was by virtue of his clear recognition of the earth’s burial that Lin Mo was able to determine the 

location of the vein. 

Only then did he judge that the underground of that vein was unfathomable and possessed a large 

amount of ores. 

Just now, Lin Mo used the Nine Mysterious Needle, which he hadn’t used for a long time. 

He wanted to find out what kind of mysteries were hidden inside the mist. 

But as soon as the Nine Mysterious Needles entered the mist, Lin Mo felt that his mental control had 

weakened by a large margin. 

So he summoned the Nine Mysterious Needles back with him. 

Such a phenomenon was basically 100% conclusive. 

This was the current state of the Earth Vein which was already very chaotic. 

And Ryan definitely didn’t know anything about these matters of the Earth Veins. 

Even if Lin Mo explained to him as carefully as he could, he would probably only have a half-

understanding. 

Seeing that Lin Mo did not explain to himself. 



Ryan helplessly skimmed his lips and walked towards the C*ckpit. 

“Ugh, it’s faded after all.” 

His figure stepped inside the C*ckpit and moved gently in position. 

To the north of these waters was a small island roughly hundreds of kilometres in size. 

It was also the only island in the entire sea. 

The top of the island is a reclaimed piece of land. 

The ancient warship slowly sailed into the harbour. 

A serious-looking Shark One led a group of members down from above. 

The people who were originally ploughing inside the fields saw the group of figures stepping down from 

the ancient warship. 

Immediately, they sped up the movements in their hands, not daring to stop in the slightest. 

If they found out that they had slowed down in the slightest, not only would they be left without food, 

they would be punished. 

Not only would they not be fed, but they would also be beaten. 

Shark One looked at all the people in the fields who were bending down and busy. 

He turned his head to the members beside him and said loudly. 

“Gather everyone here.” 
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Shark One’s eyes, filled with authority, looked at the men beside him. 

“I’m talking about everyone on the island.” 

“Those you have taken back as slaves are to come, as are those who have mysteriously disappeared.” 

“I don’t care what methods you use, the original 15,000 people on the island.” 



“I want to see at least eight thousand people come.” 

Shark One’s heavy words caused the faces of the men standing behind him to change slightly. 

“Boss Shark One, do we really have to go and liberate this group of guys?” 

“If we don’t slave them to work for us, then what will we do afterwards?” 

“Those guys are just saying that casually, I don’t feel we need to be so serious.” 

A bearded man stepped out of the crowd to look at Shark One. 

He knew deep down that if Shark One really followed the words of those two men. 

Gave up the people on the slave island. 

Then himself and the others would certainly not be able to sit back and enjoy themselves so recklessly 

when the time came. 

The body night to go to catch a woman who is still quite good-looking is not convenient. 

He also had hundreds of slaves in his home, including dozens of women for his own pleasure. 

Shark One’s gaze was calm as he looked at the bearded man in front of him. 

How could he not know what was going on inside this fellow’s mind. 

Shark One knew clearly inside. 

These guys had more or less slaves in their homes. 

Those who had a conscience let the slaves live a little better. 

Those who had no conscience really treated their slaves as less than dogs and cats. 

But no one would be willing to give up their slaves. 

“Eh!” 

The bearded man’s eyes suddenly bulged and a pained sound came from the whole man. 

Shark One, who was standing in front of him with a calm face, threw away the bloodied dagger in his 

hand at this moment. 

If you wanted to make these guys behave, you had to intimidate them. 

The members standing around the bearded man were all startled by Shark One’s action like this. 

“Boss Shark One, what are you doing! ” 

One member looked at Shark One and questioned loudly. 

There was no precedent for killing someone at the drop of a hat before, even for the captain who had 

already been killed. 

And Shark One had actually killed someone in front of all of them. 



Shark One looked at everyone with icy eyes and said loudly. 

“Don’t blame me, Shark One, for not showing you all any mercy.” 

“You guys are really naive to think that we won’t set these slaves free.” 

“And they really don’t know?” 

Shark One’s finger pointed to his head and he said angrily. 

“Use your heads, where could they go after they leave?” 

“Wouldn’t they come on top of this island again?” 

“And then if once they do arrive, who will stop them in the face of their terrifying firepower?” 

“If you want to die, go ahead and do it yourselves, don’t drag me along!” 

Shark One’s roar immediately woke everyone up with a vicious scolding. 

One by one, they lowered their heads and did not continue with their words. 

“What the hell are you all still standing here for, do you want me to do something?” 

“You are standing here so that these slaves will know the news of their liberation?” 

“Don’t even hurry!” 

Shark One’s words instantly made all the members jolt. 

“Yes, yes, yes, we’re on our way.” 

One by one, they instantly ran towards the land outside the harbour. 

Shark One’s two-metre-long figure stood on the harbour. 

A look of worry flashed across his eyes. 

He could only pray inwardly that those two people would be able to find a way out. 

Otherwise, if they were trapped here as well. 

One mountain would not allow two tigers, and he and the others would definitely make them their first 

target. 

And with that old battleship, it would be impossible to beat them. 

Shark One’s heart kept pondering. 

But no matter how to think. 

The answer that came out was …… 

Deadlock! 
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An hour pa*ses. 

A large number of slaves had gathered in the centre of the island. 

All of them were dressed in very shabby clothes. 

Their waxy yellow faces were numbed by their eyes. 

Shark stood at the front of them, holding a large trumpet in his hand. 

“Everyone, I’m here to make a solemn promise to you all ……” 

“Apologize!” 

After Shark One said these two words, he bowed deeply to everyone. 

The members of the Shark Gang behind Shark One also followed Shark One and bowed towards the 

slaves. 

The slaves who were skin and bones and covered in scars saw this scene. 

A look of confusion flashed across their numb eyes. 

What was this group of Shark gang guys up to again? 

“I know everyone probably thinks I’m simply up to no good.” 

“Thinking that we, the Shark Gang, have another conspiracy to carry out against you.” 

Shark One’s eyes looked at everyone and said apologetically. 

“But what I have to tell you all is that from today onwards.” 

“You will all be free, and the Shark Gang will never slave you again from now on.” 

Shark One’s words caused the bodies of all the slaves to tremble violently. 

But still, none of them spoke. 

They had been enslaved by the evil people of the Shark Gang for a whole year. 

During that time, they had witnessed too much blood and tears. 

Their own husbands, wives, parents and so on had all been killed by the Sharks. 

The hatred was so deep that they did not dare to believe any of the Shark’s words. 

Shark One saw their unmoving appearance. 

He also understood that these people did not believe his words at all. 

Shark One’s hands gently clapped. 

At once two of his men dragged over two corpses from behind. 



They hung them directly on the pole that had been prepared long ago. 

“Everyone can take a look at them, these two guys are familiar compared to you all.” 

“Before, our Shark Gang was ruled by them, that’s why we did all the evil things we did before.” 

“Yesterday we decided to revolt, and here are their bodies.” 

“Everyone is free to look at them, and if any of you don’t believe me you can come forward.” 

All the slaves looked up in unison at the two bodies hanging from the pole. 

The captain of the ship as well as the bearded man. 

The slaves looked at the bodies of the two men, and a sudden glint grew in their eyes. 

These two men were the nightmare they had always dreamed of. 

The captain was very tyrannical and murderous in the beginning. 

As the bodies walked along, he would simply kill any slave he saw that didn’t look good. 

This led to the death of many slaves on this island at the hands of the captain . 

“It’s him ……” 

“It’s them, even if they turn into dust, I will definitely not be mistaken ……” 

“Dead, hahahaha, they’re finally dead.” 

“God, why did you only get them dead now.” 

The slaves burst out violently after a short silence. 

There were cries of joy and laughter, maniacal laughter, and nostalgia and murmuring for family 

members already lost. 

Suddenly, a bare-chested man with a fierce face rushed up to the pole. 

In his hand he held a stone and smashed it viciously against the body of the captain. 

There was also a burst of laughter coming from his mouth. 

“Hahahaha, sister …… he’s dead!” 

Two lines of tears slid down the corners of the man’s eyes along with his laughter. 

His actions also drew out the anger within all the slaves towards the captain and the bearded man. 

The stones on the ground were picked up one by one. 

When there were no more stones, then they simply got a lump of earth to hold in their hands. 

These stones and lumps of earth carried their anger and hatred for the captain. 

The captain’s body hung on the pole was subjected to a storm of stones and earth. 



It was pulverised to pieces. 

Shark One, standing at a distance, saw the scene and sighed softly. 

“Fight, fight, just feel better inside that way.” 
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When the people’s anger had completely dissipated. 

The captain, who had been hanging in mid-air, and the bearded man were now devoid of bones. 

And the ropes that had firmly tied them were now only stained with blood. 

One by one they fell silent after venting their anger. 

For it was clear in their hearts that it was Shark One’s turn to speak next. 

Shark One’s gaze looked at all of them and said calmly. 

“Everyone has suffered this year.” 

“From now on, the field properties that were originally yours will remain yours.” 

“Those that are unowned …… you can discuss the distribution yourselves.” 

The unowned fields and properties in the shark’s mouth were naturally those. 

The things of the slaves who had already died from abuse. 

That was why his voice could not remain calm even as he uttered these words. 

Suddenly, a thin, bony old man stepped out from among the crowd. 

His dark, rough skin was streaked with whip marks. 

When they saw the old man step out, most of the slaves’ faces showed respect. 

“Agong.” 

This old man was the one who now had the highest seniority on this island. 

Agong’s somewhat weary gaze looked at Shark One and said somewhat hoarsely. 

“I’ve met you before, being his second-in-command.” 

Shark One nodded, acknowledging his identity. 

He had been the Captain’s second-in-command before. 

Many people on the island had met him. 

So there was no need at all for Shark One to hide his identity. 

Seeing Shark One’s admission, the old man continued. 



“Then Mr. Deputy, can you prove it to us.” 

“Do you really intend to leave us alone completely, or do you intend to continue to squeeze us in a 

different way?” 

The gong’s words were spoken without a hint of euphemism. 

This caused a look of worry to appear on the faces of each of the hans behind him. 

Would Agong’s words spoken in such a straightforward manner anger the other side? 

They had long been unafraid of death. 

But they were afraid that this elder, who had always been amiable and very fair, would be killed by the 

other side. 

One of the strong men in the body had already quietly taken up a stone in his hand. 

People like them had long since lived numbly. 

Even if they lived any longer it would still be the same. 

If this group of guys dared to touch Ah Gong, even if they had to fight for their names. 

They would definitely take each other to the same death. 

Shark One’s eyes and the old man’s eyes locked in mid-air. 

After a long time. 

“I, Shark One, promise that if I use any means to maim you afterwards.” 

“Then I shall fall into the Infernal Purgatory after my death and suffer all kinds of torture on earth.” 

At Shark One’s words, Ah Gong’s gaze, which had been staring at him, moved away. 

“Then on behalf of the 8,321 mouths of our island, I will thank Deputy Shark One.” 

“I think those seven thousand one hundred and forty-eight mouths will also be smiling from the grave 

when they learn of this.” 

Looking at the old man’s back past his body, which was already somewhat hunched over. 

A solemn look flashed across Shark One’s eyes. 

He understood why this old man was revered by so many people. 

When their Shark Clan had counted the number of people before, they had only counted out over 

15,000 people. 

As for the exact number they were not at all sure. 

Even the number of slaves to Shark One now was unknown, and could only be guaranteed at eight 

thousand. 



And this grandfather was actually able to clearly state how many there were. 

And this was the memory of an old man who was close to a hundred years old …… 

Shark One looked at the old man’s departing back. 

For the first time, he felt a sense of sadness surround the entire island. 

Shark One’s gaze then looked at everyone behind him. 

“From today onwards we will stay at the harbour.” 

“Everyone start tomorrow to reclaim the surrounding wasteland and grow food to raise creatures.” 

“If I find out that someone is still secretly going to scourge them ……” 

A cold light flashed in Shark One’s eyes. 

“Kill!” 
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Early the next morning, at the harbour of the island. 

The hideous looking Human Serpent warship, arriving. 

A young man who had got up early to go to the toilet looked at the Human Snake battleship that was 

gradually entering the harbour. 

The whole man P*ssed himself in fear. 

Then he quickly ran towards an old house that they had casually found last night. 

As he ran, the little brother also quickly shouted out. 

“The group is coming!” 

“The people from the warship are coming!” 

His voice quickly woke up Shark One as well as the rest of the members. 

Quickly fully dressed Shark One walked out of the house looking at the panicked figure of his little 

brother. 

“Those two are here?” 

The youngest brother nodded hastily and pointed his finger at the dock and said loudly. 

“It’s definitely them, a hideous warship like that I’ll never forget in my life.” 

Shark One nodded somewhat stonily. 

He then quickly walked towards the harbour. 



He knew that Lin Mo as well as Ryan both would definitely come. 

Sure enough, it had only just been a night. 

They had come. 

Lin Mo and Ryan got off the boat. 

When walking up to the harbour, Ryan’s eyes looked around somewhat curiously. 

He wanted to know if the guys had done what they had promised or not? 

But unfortunately, there was no way for the harbour to view the island in its entirety. 

After looking around for half a day, all Ryan could see was a field. 

Lin Mo pa*sed by Ryan’s side and spoke. 

“Come on, let’s just go straight ahead .” 

“I guess someone should be coming for us soon.” 

As expected, Lin Mo had just walked out for a few minutes with Ryan in tow. 

A serious-faced Shark One walked over with big strides. 

The moment he saw Lin Mo, Shark One’s face instantly showed respect. 

“Two gentlemen, welcome to you.” 

Ryan gave Shark One a glance and ignored it. 

His heart did not have a good feeling towards Shark One. 

Lin Mo looked at Shark One indifferently and said directly to the point. 

“How did things go?” 

Shark One hurriedly nodded, “Don’t worry, gentlemen. 

When we returned yesterday, we immediately gathered everyone and gave the captain’s corpse directly 

to them for disposal. 

Since yesterday, there hasn’t been a single slave on this island.” 

Shark One’s words caused Ryan to look at Lin Mo with even more appreciation. 

It really was worthy of Molin, completely taking the opposite side of things to heart. 

What the opposite side did and would do was completely under his control too ah. 

“See?” 

Faced with Lin Mo’s question, Shark One hurriedly nodded his head. 

He then led Lin Mo towards the top of the island. 



Those ordinary people they had captured as slaves were originally living in the middle of the island. 

They cultivated the wasteland and grew food. 

They lived a pretty happy life. 

But when the Sharks came, they bullied the men and women and did everything they could. 

And they even had to live in the simple wooden shacks planned by the Shark Gang. 

So after Shark One announced yesterday that they would resume their lives as before. 

All of them went back to clean up their previous houses happily. 

Shark One led Lin Mo and Ryan towards the middle of the island. 

The road was filled with fields that had been reclaimed. 

Even some of the inhabitants’ crops had sprouted slightly. 

The three of them walked along the dirt road, avoiding the cultivated fields as much as possible. 

“What do you plan to do after that?” 

Lin Mo looked at the tall figure of Shark and suddenly spoke. 

“After that ……” 

A thoughtful look appeared on Shark One’s face. 

“If you say afterwards, I simply don’t know.” 

“We simply can’t leave this mysterious sea, so we can only make our home here.” 

“Perhaps afterwards we will live in the reclaimed fields at the harbour where you have just landed?” 
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Looking at Shark One, Lin Mo smiled. 

As a few people moved forward, a village gradually appeared in their view. 

But it was a pity. 

At this moment, the village did not have the smoldering atmosphere that rose from the other villages. 

Instead, it looked a little cold. 

As the three walked in, the people in the village noticed them. 

A man came out of the village and looked at Shark One with some caution. 

“What are you doing here?” 

Although Shark One had given a poisonous oath last night. 



But they still didn’t have the means to accept Shark One, a once wicked man’s henchman, in a short 

time. 

Shark One looked at them and said in a deep voice, “There are two gentlemen who want to come and 

see.” 

“Is Ah Gong up?” 

The strong man hesitated for a moment and looked at the three men and said. 

“You guys wait here first, I’ll go in and ask around.” 

The three nodded in agreement and watched the burly man fly off. 

“You have indeed done what you promised.” 

“There was a light in their eyes, a light for their future lives.” 

Faced with Lin Mo’s compliment, Shark One actually scratched his head somewhat nervously. 

“I was already somewhat uncomfortable with such a slavery system.” 

“It had been hard to say it openly before because of my status.” 

Shark One’s finger pointed to the village ahead. 

“When they returned last night, I returned some supplies as best I could.” 

“And hopefully it will help them in a small way put.” 

Several people’s eyes just looked at the somewhat deserted village in front of them. 

None of them spoke. 

A few minutes pa*sed and Lin Mo suddenly saw an old man walking in the distance. 

The strong man from before was carefully supporting him at his side. 

As soon as Shark saw the old man, a smile appeared on his face and he greeted him. 

“Good morning Ah Gong.” 

Ah Gong saw Shark One and Lin Mo and Ryan behind him. 

A slight smile gradually appeared on the old man’s face as well. 

“I guess these two are the real reason for his death?” 

The saying that people become wise in their old age was really not made up. 

Lin Mo looked at this old man, his heart had long thought that he would come. 

When he returned home last night, he always felt that something was not right somewhere. 

It wasn’t until later that this old man used his rich life experience to analyse it. 



There was definitely a third party force behind this matter. 

And that force was far stronger than the Shark Gang. 

Otherwise, why didn’t Shark One plot a rebellion sooner or later? 

Yesterday, they said that they were not happy with what the captain had done. 

“Greetings Ah Gong, my name is Mo Lin.” 

Lin Mo walked up and shook this old man’s hand with a gentle smile on his face. 

He naturally had a very respectful attitude towards such a kindly old man. 

“Greetings.” 

The grandfather looked at this very handsome and handsome young man in front of him, with a gentle 

face. 

Inwardly, he also kept rising with good feelings. 

If it wasn’t for this young man, there was no telling how long they and the others would have received 

the oppression as well as the devastation. 

“Not bad, if it wasn’t for these two gentlemen.” 

“That fellow wouldn’t have died so cleanly.” 

Lin Mo looked at the old man and said with a smile. 

“Ah Gong, do you know how to get out of here?” 

This was also one of Lin Mo’s purposes for coming. 

He wanted to see if the inhabitants of this sea knew how to get out of here. 

After hearing Lin Mo’s words, Ah Gong’s eyes snapped. 

A look of hesitation appeared to hover in his eyes. 

Eventually this old man sighed somewhat feebly. 

“I suppose you have already determined that I hold the means to leave this place, right?” 

Lin Mo smiled, not directly answering Ah Gong. 

From the moment he had just stepped onto this island, Lin Mo had noticed that there were many things 

here from more than ten years ago. 

The earth veins were so chaotic, they definitely hadn’t formed overnight. 
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Ah Gong glanced at the figure of Shark One and said to Lin Mo. 



“Originally, I was going to keep this secret to death.” 

“When the time comes, even if I die, I won’t let them out.” 

“Trapped to death in these waters until someone like you appears to destroy them.” 

At this moment, Shark One’s expression froze a little. 

It turned out that …… 

There was a way out of these waters! 

The captain who had died at that time had forced the inhabitants of the island by word and deed. 

But whether in the harsh torture. 

The inhabitants were all one answer that they really didn’t know. 

This made the captain and the members of the crew think in their hearts that there was no way out of 

these waters. 

Now it seemed that this was not where there was no way out, but that the way out was in the hands of 

Agong alone. 

But he had watched the death of countless inhabitants who normally laughed at him. 

And yet he still held on to the secret. 

Muddy tears gradually fell from the corners of Ah Gung’s eyes. 

“When the captain of the Shark Gang forced us to ask if there was a way out or not.” 

“The unsuspecting children were being …… tortured bit by bit by the Shark Gang’s Captain Kaw.” 

“Tortured, some of them even died of living pain.” 

“But I knew that even if I gave them the route out, we would still die.” 

“But those children who were tortured to death, it was me …… who was sorry for them ……” 

With that said. 

The grandfather had even gradually started to choke up. 

The strong man beside him hurriedly and carefully supported Ah Gong’s body. 

His face was filled with a complicated look. 

His father and sister were among the people being questioned. 

The strong man just watched as they cracked his father’s bones a little. 

They were doing all kinds of inhumane and animalistic things to his sister. 

“Agong …… you did the right thing.” 



“Even if I told that beast the route out, what would it do.” 

“He won’t let us go as usual, you don’t tell him,, and risk trapping him for life.” 

The strong man’s soft rea*suring voice caused the old man’s somewhat trembling body to gradually 

come to a halt. 

The grandfather’s gaze looked at the three, and there was still some self-reproach in his tone. 

“I’m very sorry for making a fool of myself in front of the three of you.” 

Lin Mo’s trio shook their heads indifferently. 

Ah Gong’s gaze looked at Lin Mo and said without any concealment. 

“If you come with me to my home, I can tell you the route out.” 

Ah Gong’s words caused Shark One and Ryan’s faces to darken. 

It was not because of their depression that Gung would not give them the route. 

Rather, they were the same people, so why did Ah Gong just choose to trust Lin Mo straight away. 

Did being handsome really give you privileges? 

Lin Mo did not refuse, but quietly followed behind Ah Gong towards his residence. 

It was a small courtyard with a fence tied around it. 

The perimeter of the courtyard was covered in dust and only the middle looked like it had just been 

cleaned. 

It was barely clean. 

Lin Mo followed the figure of Ah Gong into the courtyard and entered the house. 

Only then did Ah Gong look at Lin Mo with a somewhat serious expression and said in a hoarse voice. 

“Mr. Molin, next, old man is going to explain to you how to leave this Misty Domain.” 

“Although this request may be a little forced, I still hope that you can keep it a secret.” 

Lin Mo nodded seriously, “Ah Gong, don’t worry about putting it.” 

“The departure route you told me today is known to heaven and earth and you and I, no third person 

will know.” 

Faced with Lin Mo’s a*surance, a smile appeared on Ah Gong’s face. 

Then a look of reminiscence appeared on his face. 

“At that time, that route was still the one my father took with me.” 

“Our island was secluded and isolated, not interacting with the outside world in any way.” 

“But going out would still be possible.” 



 


